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Programme
Thursday, 8 March 2012

08:30 Registration and welcome coffee

09:00 Opening remarks by the organisers

Session I: Market development and support and incentives for renewables

09:15 Domestic incentives for renewable energy:  
 Possible trade implications and policy lessons for the EU

 Jagoda SUMICKA 
 Trade Policy Analyst, Trade and Agriculture Directorate, OECD, Paris

09:45 Future development of the European energy markets –  
 The Commission’s Roadmap 2050

 Mechthild WÖRSDÖRFER 
 Head of Unit “Energy Policy & Monitoring of electricity, gas, coal and oil markets”,  
 DG Energy, European Commission, Brussels

10:15 Discussion

10:30 Coffee break

10:45 Policies for renewable energy in Europe – Current issues and how to  
 facilitate the transformation of the energy system

 Rainer HINRICHS-RAHLWES  
 President, European Renewable Energies Federation (EREF), Brussels 
 Board Member, German Renewable Energy Federation (BEE), Berlin

11:15 Possible designs for renewable support schemes “beyond 2020”

 Gustav RESCH 
 Energy Economics Group (EEG),Vienna University of Technology

11:45 Discussion

12:15 Lunch

Session II: Grid development and system transformation

13:15 The continental energy super grid 

 Sir Graham WATSON (MEP) 
 President, European Liberal Democrat and Reform Party, European Parliament, Brussels 
 Chairman, Climate Parliament

13:45 Discussion
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14:00 The need to adapt the grid – Stakeholders’ views on grid capacity,  
 flexibility and expansion needs

 Jean-Arnold VINOIS 
 Acting Director, Internal Energy Market, DG Energy, European Commission, Brussels

 Johannes LACKMANN 
 Managing Director, WestfalenWind, Paderborn

15:00 Discussion

15:30 Coffee break

16:00 Finding new ways towards the “Grid of the Future” –  
 Creating a masterplan by public participation

 Peter AHMELS 
 Head of Unit “Renewable Energies”, Deutsche Umwelthilfe, Berlin

16:30 Discussion

17:00 End of conference
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Curricula Vitae

Peter Ahmels

is an expert for renewable energies. He holds a doctor title of agricultural technology from the University of 
Kiel, Germany, where he worked as assistant at the Institute for Agricultural Technology from 1985 till 1988. 
Before he became head of unit “Renewable Energies” at Deutsche Umwelthilfe (German Environmental Aid) 
in 2009 he was Project Manager National and International Consulting at Windguard, Varel (2008) and Chair-
man of the European Wind Energy Congress (EWEC) in Milan (2007). From 1997 till 2007 Peter Ahmels was 
President of the German Wind Energy Association (BWE). Prior to that he was project manager at the BOO 
Wind project Oldenburg since 1991. He studied agriculture from 1978 till 1 982 and since 1982 he operates 
the parental farm.

Dörte Fouquet

(Dr.) represents the German law firm Becker Büttner Held (BBH) which is a partnership of lawyers, tax 
consultants and auditors providing comprehensive advice to the energy and infrastructure industry, govern-
ments, public service, national parliaments and associations. Dr. jur. Dörte Annemarie Fouquet, born in 1957 
in Recklinghausen, studied law in Marburg an der Lahn and Hamburg. From 1982 until 1985 she was re-
search assistant with the law department of the University of Hamburg, she passed both state-exams (1982 
and 1988) in Hamburg and received the Dr. jur. of the University of Hamburg. From 1998 to 2002 she worked 
as lawyer in the energy administration of Hamburg. After working as admi nistrative lawyer in key positions 
in the Ministry for energy and environment of the German town and region (Bundesland) Hamburg for more 
than five years she was, since 1993, senior partner of the law firm Kuhbier.law and German lawyer in Brus-
sels, admitted as attorney at the Hanseatische Oberlandesgericht in Hamburg and member of the Bar Associa-
tion in Brussels. At the beginning of 2011 she joined BBH as partner. Dr. Fouquet is specialised in European 
and international energy, environment and competition law with a strong focus on fair access to markets, es-
pecially for independent power producers and with concentration on issues related to energy efficiency and 
renewable energies. Since 1999 she represents the interests of independent RES power producers and their 
European organisation EREF asbl in Brussels. Within her work as independent lawyer she regularly advises 
renewable energy companies, finance institutions and governments in their various questions on European 
energy, environmental, competition and related policies. She is specialised in the legal framework conditions 
for access to the market for renewable energies, especially concerning the different support mechanisms and 
easing of entrance barriers for Renewable energy production. She was directly involved in the counselling of 
Members of the European Parliament, especially the Parliament’s rapporteur Claude Turmes and the German 
Ministry of the Environment in connection with the preparation and discussion/reading of the new Euro-
pean Directive 2009/28/EC for the promotion of renewable energies inter alia in securing the feed-in support 
mechanisms on national level. She was member of the International Steering Committee for the preparation 
of the International Bonn Renewables Conference in 2004 on invitation of the German Government and she 
was part of the German official industry delegation for the Beijing International Renewable Energy Conference 
in 2005.
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Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes

is the President of EREF, the European Renewable Energies Federation, the voice of independent produ cers 
of energy from renewable sources. He is representing EREF as a Board Member of EREC, the European 
Renewable Energy Council. He is a Board Member of the German Renewable Energy Federation (BEE). 
He is BEE’s Spokesperson for European and international affairs, and he is the Chairman of BEE’s related 
working group. From November 1998 to December 2005, he was Director General in the German Federal 
Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU), in charge of – among others 
– renewable energies and climate protection. He was one of the two chairmen of the International Steering 
Committee preparing the renewables2004-conference in Bonn. After the conference, he served as BMU’s 
representative and co-chair and later a member of the Bureau of the Global Policy Network, now known as 
REN21. 

Johannes Lackmann

was from 1983-2000 Managing Director of a company for electronic development and engineering. Since 
1994 he has developed several windfarms with local investment and is Managing Director of these wind-
farms. Since the foundation of the German Wind Energy Accociation (BWE) he was member of the execu-
tive committee of BWE till 2007. From 1999 till 2008 he was President of the German Renewable Energy 
Federation (BEE). The BEE is the umbrella organisation for the associations of renewable energies in Ger-
many and represents all branches (Wind, Solar, Biomass, Hydro, Geothermie).  From 2004 till 2007 he was 
Vice President of the European Renewable Energy Federation (EREF).  From 2009 till 1/2011 he was founding 
director of the VDI Center for Ressource efficiency in Berlin. Since 2009 he is Managing Director of West-
falenWind GmbH.

Gustav Resch

works as senior researcher at Vienna University of Technology, Energy Economics Group. He holds a de-
gree in electrical engineering (Energy Technology) and a PhD in energy economics at Vienna University 
of Technology. He is responsible for research, project acquisition and scientific coordination in the area of 
energy policy and energy economics with a focus on renewable energy technologies – with proven expertise 
on international level. His fields of activity include techno-economic assessments of (renewable) energy 
technologies, evaluation and design of energy policy instruments and energy modeling (focusing on policy 
interactions and technology dynamics). He has contributed to several EU studies and policy assessments in 
the light of “20% Renewable Energy by 2020”.

Jagoda Sumicka

is a trade policy analyst in the Trade and Agriculture Directorate of the Organisation for Economic Coopera tion 
and Development (OECD) in Paris, where she has been working on the G20 Agenda on phasing out of in-
efficient fossil-fuel subsidies and on issues related to support measures for both fossil fuels and renewable-
energy sources. In the past, she worked for McKinsey & Company and she taught economics in academia. 
She holds a master degree in Public Policy from Maastricht University and a bachelor degree in Mathematics and 
Economics from the London School of Economics.
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Jean-Arnold Vinois

practiced as lawyer before joining the European Commission in 1987. Since 1992, he occupied, within the 
Directorate General for Energy and Transport, several management posts dealing successively with human 
and financial resources, trans-European networks, transport research, railway transport and interoperability. 
In April 2006, he became Head of the Unit responsible for Energy policy, security of supply and networks. 
Since July 2011, he is acting as Director of the internal energy market within the Directorate General for 
Energy, covering in particular the wholesale and retail electricity and gas markets, security of energy supply 
and energy networks.

Sir Graham Watson

was elected to the European Parliament in 1994, and is the Liberal Democrat MEP for the South West of Eng-
land and Gibraltar. He chairs the Climate Parliament, a global network of MPs and MEPs from all mainstream 
political parties campaigning to accelerate the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy and increase 
government investment in renewable energy and electricity supergrids. In 2002 Graham was elected leader 
of the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe Group (ALDE), which he led until 2009 when he stood 
down. Graham is now President of the European Liberal Democrat and Reform Party (ELDR). He also sits 
on the Foreign Affairs Committee and chairs the European Parliament’s delegation for relations with India. 
Graham received a Knighthood in the Queen’s birthday honours list in June 2011, for his services to politics.

Mechthild Wörsdörfer

is an economist by training and currently the Head of Unit of A1 (Energy Policy & Monitoring of electri city, 
gas, coal and oil markets) in DG Energy of the European Commission. Her main responsibilities include the 
follow-up of “Energy 2020” strategy, the Energy Roadmap 2050, the publishing of the quarterly reports on 
gas and electricity markets, the preparation of work programme and annual management plan 2012 and the 
coordination of infringements procedures in the DG. Prior to joining DG Energy in 2010, Mrs Wörsdörfer 
has followed a long career in the DG Enterprise & Industry having the post of Head of Unit E4 (SME policy 
development) and dealing with the coordination and development of SME policy for growth and jobs, the 
preparation and monitoring of the communication on the “Small Business Act” for Europe. At the same DG, 
in 2009-2010, she has also been Acting Director in the Directorate E for Promotion of SMEs competitiveness. 
Before this, from 1999-2004, she has worked in the Cabinet of Commissioner Erkki Liikanen responsible for 
Enterprise Policy and Information Society. She has studied Economics at the University of Heidelberg and 
the University of Montpellier and she possesses a Master in European Economics, from the Free University 
of Brussels. She speaks German, English, French and Spanish.
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Domestic incentives for renewable energy: 
Possible trade implications and policy lessons 
for the EU
  Jagoda Sumicka

Domestic Incentives for Renewable Energy: 
Possible Trade Implications and Policy 
Lessons for the EU
 Abstract 
 Jagoda Sumicka

The presentation will touch upon the following points: 

 Renewable-energy sources are being asked, both in the EU and elsewhere, to play a large role in 

climate-change mitigation 

 Incentives for renewable energy have created a rapidly growing global market 

 Support for renewable energy is motivated by multiple policy objectives (energy security, improve 

energy access, etc) 

 Government incentives from a dynamic perspective: market-pull and technology-push policies 

 Market-pull policies for electricity generating technologies: quota systems and tradable renewable 

certificates; feed-in tariffs and premiums; incentives for deployment; disincentives for fossil fuels 

 Technology-push policies for electricity-generating technologies: government support for research, 

development and demonstration (RD&D); government support for product development and 

manufacturing; government promotion of renewable-energy technology exports 

 Governments may also indirectly influence investment in renewable energy (the role of private 

funding) 

 Market-pull policies for biofuels: tax preferences related to final consumption; regulated volumes; 

sustainability standards; support for distribution and use 

 Technology-push policies for biofuels: government support for RD&D, government support for 

investment in productive capacity; government support to intermediate inputs of production; 

government support to manufacturing 

 Possible trade implications: Why analysing combination of policies matters 

 Lessons for the EU: How to design policies that correctly align incentive in the market 

Domestic incentives for renewable energy: Possible trade implications and policy lessons for the EU



Notes:
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2 

The Energy Roadmap 2050 as a basis for 
developing a long-term policy framework 
Supported by scenario analyses 

. EU objective for 2050 – GHG 
emissions down to 80-95% 
below 1990 levels . Looks forward to elaboration 
of a low-carbon 2050 
strategy – a framework for 
longer-term action in energy 
and related sectors 

. Give more certainty to 
governments and investors . Explore routes towards a 
low-carbon energy system by 
2050 which improve 
competitiveness and security 
of supply . Basis for developing the 
2030 policy framework and 
concrete milestones with MS, 
EP and stakeholders 

European Council  Aim of the Roadmap 

Energy Roadmap 2050
  Mechthild Wörsdörfer

Energy Roadmap 2050
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4 

.Four main routes to cut energy related CO2 
emissions: 
» Reducing energy consumption through efficiency 
» Making energy supply less carbon intensive – RES, 

Nuclear and CCS 
 .Market driven approach complemented in some cases 

by targeted support policies where very broad support 
(energy efficiency and RES) 
 .Technology specific assumptions (e.g. nuclear, CCS) 

Rationale for scenario design 

Energy Roadmap 2050

3 

Outline of presentation 

1 

2 

Scenario design 

 

Results and policy conclusions 
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6 

Outline of presentation 

Scenario design 

 

Results and policy conclusions 

 

1 

2 

Energy Roadmap 2050

5 

. Reference scenario (as of March 2010) . Current Policy Initiatives (as of April 2011) 
  40% GHG reduction by 2050 

 . High Energy Efficiency . Diversified Supply Technologies . High RES . Delayed CCS . Low Nuclear 
  80% GHG reduction 

Current 
trends 

scenarios 

Decarbonisation 
scenarios 

Scenarios explore routes to decarbonisation of 
energy system 
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8 

0% 

25% 

50% 

75% 

RES Gas Nuclear Oil Solid fuels 
0% 

25% 

50% 

75% 

RES Gas Nuclear Oil Solid fuels 

2030 2050 

Renewables move centre stage – but all fuels can 
contribute in the long-run 
Decarbonisation scenarios - fuel ranges (primary energy consumption in %) 

2005 

7 

1000
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1400

1500

1600

1700

1800

1900

2000

1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Range for current 
trends scenarios 

Range regarding 
decarbonisation 
scenarios 

Energy savings throughout the system are crucial 
Gross energy consumption - range in current trend (REF/CPI) and 
decarbonisation scenarios (in Mtoe) 

Energy Roadmap 2050
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10 

Transmission and distribution 
in decarbonisation scenarios 

Grid investment (current 
trends and decarbonisation) 

0 

500 
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1500 

2000 

2500 

Current trends Decarbonisation 
0 

500 

1000 

1500 

2000 

2500 

Transmission Distribution 

Grid investment costs increase 
Cumulative costs 2011-2050 in bn € (in ranges) 

9 

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Range for current 
trends scenarios 

Range regarding 
decarbonisation 
scenarios 

Electricity plays an increasing role 
Share of electricity in current trend and decarbonisation scenarios  
(in % of final energy demand) 

Energy Roadmap 2050
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12 

Decarbonisation is possible – and can be less costly 
than current policies in the long-run 

Source: European Commission | 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 In all decarbonisation scenarios, 
total costs are similar to current 
policies (CPI scenario) 

 Capital expenditure increases 
steadily over time, throughout the 
system 

Fuel costs drop in long-run 

Investment expenditure goes into 
the EU economy rather than to 
non-EU for energy imports; 
households can gain more control 
(e.g. as micro generation 
increases, use of smart appliances) 

0 

5 

10 

15 

20 

Average energy system costs  
(p.a. 2011 to 2050 as % of GDP) 

2005 

Range of 
scenarios, CPI 

most expensive 

11 

Rethinking energy markets in Europe 
Interdependence and increasing shares of renewables 

Need for flexible resources.  
 
RES impact on wholesale market prices: spot 
prices could decrease due to zero marginal cost 
generation. Concern of investors’ ability to recover 
capital and fixed operating costs. 
 
 Ensure that market arrangements offer cost-
effective solutions, allowing all resources to be 
used (including demand side)  
 Ensure that policy developments do not create 
new barriers to electricity - or gas - market 
integration  
   

More electricity 

More RES 

More trade 

Energy Roadmap 2050
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14 

0
50

100
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200
250
300
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400
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500
550
600
650
700
750
800

2005 2030 2050

REF CPI EE DST high RES delayed CCS low Nuclear

Decarbonisation 
brings substantial 
fuel bill savings in 
2050 with respect 
to 2005 and 
Reference/CPI 
 

Compared with 
CPI the EU 
economy could 
save between 
518 and 550 bn € 
in 2050 through 
decarbonisation 
under global 
climate action 
 

Savings are 
largest in the high 
RES scenario  

EU: External Fossil Fuel Bill  (in bn € of 2008) 

13 

More investments are needed in power generation, grid infrastructure and storage. 

Source: European Commission | 

Large investment for power generation is needed 
Cumulative investment expenditure for power generation  
from 2011 to 2050 (in billion €(08)) 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200

Current Policy Initiatives

Energy Efficiency

Diversified Supply
Technologies

Low Nuclear

Delayed CCS

High RES

Energy Roadmap 2050
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16 

Next steps 
 

 (1) Launch a dialogue on the development of future energy 
systems/transformation 
 

 (2) Develop milestones for 2030 in an iterative process with 
Member States, European Parliament, stakeholders  
 Informal Energy Council April 19/20 
 Energy Council June 15 

Energy Roadmap 2050

15 

The Way Forward 
 

2020 strategy – 20-20-20 targets: precondition! 
 
3 « no regrets » options: energy efficiency, renewable 
energy, more and smarter infrastructure 
 
Need for fully integrated, well-designed markets for gas and 
electricity 
 
Innovation for low-carbon solutions 
 
Nuclear safety 
 
Broader and coordinated approach 



Notes:



Notes:
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E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

 Federation of associations from EU Member States, working 
in the sector of energy produced from renewable sources 

 Representing more than 70,000 MW of installed power 
capacity and a growing capacity in other sectors

 Voice of Independent Producers of Energy from Renewables

 Member of EREC (European Renewable Energy Council)

About EREF

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: 
Facilitating system transformation
  Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation
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Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation Energy Mix 2010 – 2020

2020-target 
will most likely be 

reached or exceeded

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

New installed power capacity per year (MW)

2011: 

RES 45 GW 
(=71.3%) 

PV 21 GW 
(=47%)
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Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation RES increase by sector (%)

34.3%

NREAP‐Projection:
21% RE in 2020

Industry‐Projection:
more than 24% RE in 2020

42.3%

23.5%

12.2%

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

• Renewables are reliable technologies against Climate Change
 RES are (nearly) carbon free or carbon neutral

• Renewables mitigate the risks of Price Volatility of Fossil Fuels
 RE-technologies have high cost decreases
Wind, solar and geothermal energy are free

• Renewables reduce Dependency on Energy Imports 
 RES are domestic energy sources

• Provide significant contribution to Security of Energy Supply
Wide range of RE technologies are proven and mature
 A mix of different technologies and resources is available

Renewable Energies are mature
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E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

• Energy markets are dominated by a few big companies
 Implementation of EU-legislation has only just begun
 Barriers against new market entrants have not been removed
 Real unbundling of energy companies is not implemented 

• Most externalities are not included in energy prices
 Negative environmental, health, social impact not included
 Nuclear risks are largely borne by public money
 No effective carbon pricing implemented (despite ETS)

• Market design favours the conventional “baseload” supply 
 Traditional baseload power is too cheap
 Demand response elements hardly implemented anywhere 
 No incentives for storage & flexible production and consumption

Market or “Market”?

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

The Challenge and the Chance (example from Germany)

A comparison of load/demand with the amount of renewable electricity fed into 
the grid shows the contribution renewables can provide to supply security in 2007 
and in 2020 and the related challenge for the grid system.

Simulation 2007: 
15 % RE (hourly resolution)

BEE‐Scenario 2020: 
47 % RE (hourly resolution)
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E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

Today’s market design – focused on baseload and balancing, driven 
by marginal cost calculations – cannot provide the necessary 
incentives for a renewables based energy supply. New design has to 
be developed on national and on EU level.

 For an energy system based on dominant shares of renewable
energy sources and technologies – variable and dispatchable.

 For distributed production and consumption of energy for an 
increased security of supply and stability of the grid. 

 For flexibility and demand response rather than just providing 
capacity: smart grids, system services, interconnection, storage ....

 For development and deployment of a broad range of renewable 
energy sources and technologies.

New market design to perpetuate growth

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

Energy Roadmap 2050 (COM, Dec. 13, 2011)

Moving towards Efficiency and switching to Renewables
* Develop a vision for 2050

Delivering on decarbonization, security of supply and competitiveness

* Discuss milestones (targets) for 2030
* Discuss new market design
* Develop and assess different scenarios:

Missing Scenarios: 
- 100% Renewables
- No nuclear & delayed CCS (combined)
- High efficiency & high Renewables

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation
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E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

Import dependency

Source: European Commission, Energy Roadmap 2050, Graph: EREC

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

Average annual total energy system costs

Source: European Commission, Energy Roadmap 2050, Graph: EREC
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E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

Electricity prices

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

High RES = High Electricity Prices?

Capacity factors (%) 2005 Reference CPI
Energy 

Efficiency

Diversifies 
supply 

technologies 

High 
RES

Delayed 
CCS

Low 
Nuclear

Nuclear energy 85% 92% 93% 88% 89% 50% 84% 87%

Coal and lignite 60% 65% 56% 34% 48% 20% 39% 58%

Natural gas 45% 38% 24% 44% 43% 24% 39% 42%

2) Large storage capacity

3) Large infrastructure needs: > NTC-4

4) Capacity factors

1) Generic modelling: market design today = market design tomorrow

Source: European Commission, Energy Roadmap 2050, Table: EREC

Assumptions problematic, Renewables underestimated, clear 
direction missing, potentials of CCS and nuclear highly 
exaggerated

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation
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E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

100% RE by 2050

RES overall RES-E

RES-H RES-T

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

Total Investment: 
nearly 3,000 billion €

Until 2050:
Benefits of RE 

Growth

Avoided fuel cost: 
more than 1,000 billion €
More than 6 million jobs

>90% GHG-Reduction

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation
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E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

• Public consultation until 7th of February
A: General policy approach
B: Financial support
C: Administrative procedures
D: Grid integration of electricity from renewable energy sources
E: Market integration
F: Renewables in Heating and Cooling
G: Renewables in transport
H: Sustainability
I: Regional and international dimensions
J: Technology development
 Stakeholder Conference in Brussels on 24th of February

• Communication of the Commission announced for QII – 2012
 Informal Energy & Environment Council (April 18 – 20)
 planned topic: Council Conclusions on Energy Roadmap 2050

Coming next: 
Renewable Energy Strategy (beyond 2020)

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation

E R E F
European Renewable Energies Federation

Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes - EREF-President
Prague, May 31, 2011

The Way forward:
 Ambitious implementation of the RED and strong policies 

for renewables is key for future oriented growth. 
 Beware of downscaling ambition levels!

 Remove subsidies for unsustainable energy sources! 
 Beware of support for technologies of the past!

 National policies are key and have to be thoroughly checked 
 Beware of disturbing investor confidence! 

 Develop real markets a level playing field!
 Beware of market distortion and oligopolies!

 Adapt market design to renewable energy!
 Beware of inflexible infrastructure and baseload capacity! 

 NEXT STEP: 
 Do not hesitate to take unambiguous and clear decisions! 
Binding and ambitious renewable energy target for 2030
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Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes - EREF-President
Prague, May 31, 2011

Policies for renewable energy in Europe: Facilitating system transformation
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Possible designs for renewable 
support schemes “beyond 2020”
  Gustav Resch

Possible designs for renewable support schemes “beyond 2020”

Possible designs for renewable energy 
support schemes “beyond 2020” 

Gustav Resch, Christian Panzer, Mario Ragwitz 

The renewable energy (RE) directive (2009/28/EC) lays the ground for the RE policy framework until 2020, 

prescribing binding national targets for RE, while the choice of policies to achieve these given targets is left 

to the Member States (MS) themselves. However, discussions on the possible harmonisation of RE support 

which have been a central element in the European RE policy debate since years continue to be. Considering 

the crucial role of policy stability for 2020 target achievement such discussions that somehow question the 

well-defined RE policy framework in Europe up to 2020 appear inadequate. Thus, they bear the risk to 

increase uncertainty among investors. In turn this may finally cause a delay in RE development and an 

increase of cost.  

As a consequence of above, aim of this presentation is to look more closely beyond 2020, discussing design 

options for renewable energy support in the mid to long-term. Several policy dimensions relate to the debate 

on a future RE strategy for Europe beyond 2020. These include: 

• RE support instruments and financing aspects related to that, 

• Electricity market design and impacts on market functioning arising from an enhanced use of 

(volatile) renewable energy sources, 

• Sustainability concerns, in particular related to the use of biofuels for transport purposes as well as 

solid & gaseous biomass for stationary uses (electricity & heat), 

• Cooperation with third countries, in particular imports (to the EU) of biofuels and solid biomass as 

well as renewable electricity (RES-E).  

Generally, future policy choices related to above dimensions might show a more national orientation or 

could reflect further consolidation and cooperation among Member States, whereby the ultimate extent 

would be a harmonised approach across the EU.  

This presentation aims to present, classify and (as far as feasible) evaluate the spread of feasible policy 

options, focussing on the design of RE support instruments. It builds on first outcomes of the European 

research project beyond2020.

This project was initiated in July 2011 under the European Union’s Intelligent Energy Europe (IEE) – 

Programme, and aims to shed light on the topics rose above. The project consortium led by the Energy 

Economics Group at TU Vienna has been conducting a broad set of activities within past and will continue to 

do so in forthcoming months and years (project end: October 2013). 
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Session II: Grid development and system transformation
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  Sir Graham Watson

The continental energy super grid

The continental energy super grid 
 Abstract
 Sir Graham Watson

Sir Graham Watson MEP, Chairman of the global Climate Parliament network of MPs and MEPs from all 

mainstream political parties and President of the ELDR party will set out the need for a continental European 

renewable energy supergrid. Graham will talk about why greening our power supply is of crucial importance, 

and how connecting Europe's abundant but remote sources of renewable energy will allow us to overcome 

their stop-start nature. If we link the wind power in Northern Europe to solar power from the sunny 

Mediterranean, and biomass from Eastern Europe to the hydro in Norway and the Alps, studies have shown 

that on a continental scale, we have a 100% reliable energy supply for everyone. When the wind stops 

blowing in Scotland, chances are the sun is shining in Sicily. When the skies cloud over in Greece, the 

biomass incinerators in Poland, or the dams in Austria, can be fired up. And if we connect to the solar power 

in the Sahara, the sky is the limit. The renewable energy and long-distance HVDC transmission technology 

to make this vision a reality already exists, the challenge is to make sure the required grid infrastructure gets 

built, a challenge which will need both innovative financing and new legislation. 
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The need to adapt the grid – Stakeholders’ views  
on grid capacity, flexibility and expansion needs
  Jean-Arnold Vinois

  The presentation will be handed out during the conference.

The need to adapt the grid – Stakeholders’ views on grid capacity, flexibility and expansion needs
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The need to adapt the grid – Stakeholders’ views  
on grid capacity, flexibility and expansion needs
  Johannes Lackmann

The need to adapt the grid – Stakeholders’ views on grid capacity, flexibility and expansion needs

www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

2

What is WestfalenWIND?

• WestfalenWind is a wind farm developer

• We run some “Bürgerwindparks” (owned by citizens)

• Our special focus: high degree of participation of local citizens 

and maximum municipal benefit

• Wind farms owned by some hundred shareholders

• Offering 10 years fixed price tariffs for households
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www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

3

System transformation towards a RES future

RES showed a high market dynamic and a high technological 
dynamic during past two decades.

No precise definition of an energy scenario 2050, but an 
open path development process

Smart legal framework (obligations, incentives) provide 
competition among the best solutions for RES system 
transformation.
The main guidelines are sustainability principles.

www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

4

Grid requirements

RES power generation characteristics: 
• High degree of fluctuating sources like wind and solar
• High peak power compared to average power
• Decentralized systems reduce average transport distance of electricity form generation to 
consumers, but
• Power balancing on a local or regional level is more expensive than a wide area balancing 
via expanded grids:
• Therefore, peak transportation distance can be very long
• Far distance generation like form offshore wind, north African solar, or Scandinavian 
hydro sources cause  a very large grid expansion.

Question: Will people accept new high voltage power lines in their landscape, if offshore 
and desertec power is higher granted than power from decentralized units owned by local 
people?
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www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

5

Grid requirements (smart grid)
Smart grid concepts are designed for a complete balancing of the total power volume, if 
balancing process is limited to the electricity sector only

Items of smart grid concept relevance

• Monitoring system (load, generation, voltage, frequency etc) must
• Smart metering optional
• Power management (peak generation cutoff) ultima ratio (in case of 

emergency or only few hours a year)
• Power generation time shift (biomass, hydro) must (smart market)
• Load shift (heating, cooling, existing physical storages) important (smart market)
• Adjustable transformers in distribution grids important in rural areas
• Voltage control by inductive load regulation low cost, easy to handle
• Additional physical storages (pump storage, batteries, necessary in long term 

power to gas etc) scenarios, expensive 

www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

6

Storage

Power 
consumption
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Power
production

Power
demand

Smart grid
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www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg
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Consumer

Voltage DropNominal voltage

www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

8

Consumer

Voltage range
beyond the
Limits

Nominal voltage
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www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg
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Consumer

Voltage range
OK

Nominal voltage

www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

10

Exceeding the system boundary of electricity sector

There are some real economic benefits, if we include heating sector 
and mobility sector in the scope of system integration of RES:

Since investment into power capacities like wind onshore and solar 
is cheaper than investment into storages, it is economically 
reasonable in the long term to create an overcapacity of electric 
power generation. In peak production times electric power can 
substitute other conventional or renewable resources in the heating 
sector and mobility sector. An overcapacity cannot avoid any 
requirement of storage solutions, but it can reduce the demand of 
storage capacity significantly. 
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www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

11

Exceeding the system boundary of electricity sector
Furthermore the sources for the heating sector which mainly are biogas, woodchips, 
pellets, natural gas, which are intermittently replaced by electric power, can be 
buffered without additional cost or conversion losses. These buffered resources are 
available for additional power production in times when RES power resources like 
wind and solar are not sufficient.

This energy exchange between electricity and other energy sectors requires mainly 
dual based systems like biomass heaters combined with immersion heaters or 
hybrid cars and hybrid trucks. The additional costs are far below electric power 
storage systems.

Last but not least: transferring renewable electric power into heating and mobility 
applications can contribute to a faster growth of RES shares in these sectors, which 
are often neglected compared to electricity market.

www.westfalenwind.deWestfalenWIND GmbH
Auf der Schanze 4
33181 Bad Wünnenberg

12

Peak power transfer Peak power transfer

Liquid fuel
Gas fuel

Resources:
natural gas
biogas
biomass

…

Offpeak  retransfer

Exceeding the system boundary of electricity sector
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Finding new ways towards the “Grid of the Future“ – 
Creating a masterplan by public participation
  Peter Ahmels

  The presentation will be handed out during the conference.

Finding new ways towards the “Grid of the Future” – Creating a masterplan by public participation
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